NSF Day in Baltimore

**What:** You're invited to NSF Day: a day-long workshop that provides an overview on proposal writing, National Science Foundation (NSF)'s merit review process, and programs that fall within our seven scientific and engineering directorates, as well as funding opportunities that cross disciplinary boundaries. NSF representatives will be on hand in breakout sessions to personally engage in discussions with attendees about potential research proposals.
Who: Researchers interested in obtaining NSF funding for valuable research.

Cost: $100/person payable to the Maryland Science Center

When: Monday, Dec. 8, 2014, 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Where: Maryland Science Center, 601 Light Street, Baltimore, MD 21230

Why: To learn how NSF works and how to submit winning, fundable proposals.

REGISTER TODAY


Please direct questions to nsfday@nsf.gov.